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All teachers are
reading teachers
at Ark Academy
SHEILA BALL

Assistant Principal

Introduction
At Ark Academy, all teachers are teachers of reading. Our school day starts with a 20 minute
reading lesson for every student. Because every teacher has a reading group, class sizes are
small; an average of 12 students per group.
And these reading lessons aren’t about silent reading, or ‘Drop Everything and Read’, or other
common approaches. In schools like ours, which have significant numbers of students who start
Year 7 as poor readers, one of the worst things you can do is just have more reading. Telling
students who lack confidence in reading to all read their books in silence during form time, and
then disciplining them when they don’t, is not a reading lesson.
We take another approach, which starts with training all staff how to teach reading. It is a
different skill, and one unfamiliar to most secondary teachers. Training on how to teach reading
forms part of our staff induction to the academy.
During their morning reading sessions, teachers then explicitly teach students reading skills:
they develop vocabulary; teach them how to read aloud with expression; how to skim, scan and
summarise; how to question a text and predict where it’s heading, and much more. Our reading
programme is a major priority for the school, and something we invest in heavily. In this case
study I’ll explain how the programme works, and try to assess the impact it has had.

Background
At Ark Academy we will never have a ‘Literacy Co-ordinator’, who runs around sticking up posters
of connectives, corralling Heads of Department to build ‘literacy skills’ into their schemes of
work. The need for students to be literate, to have the vocabulary to explain academic ideas,
and to be able to construct extended written responses, is absolutely fundamental to secondary
education. It must be fully integrated into how we teach each individual subjects, and not an
‘initiative’ which is bolted on.
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Teaching a subject means teaching the language of the subject1. We believe at Ark Academy that
all learning takes place through dialogue – and dialogue requires language. This doesn’t mean
students don’t learn on an individual, independent basis. But when you are reading a text book,
or solving an equation, you are having a dialogue, of sorts, with yourself. It’s through this dialogue
that understanding is developed. So mastering language and being a confident reader is key – not
just to a successful education, but to a full and happy life:

“Adolescents entering the adult world in the 21st century will read and
write more than at any other time in human history. They will need
advanced levels of literacy to perform their jobs, run their households,
act as citizens, and conduct their personal lives. They will need
literacy to cope with the flood of information they will find everywhere
they turn. They will need literacy to feed their imaginations so they
can create the world of the future. In a complex and sometimes even
dangerous world, their ability to read can be crucial.” 2
Or put a different way:

“Finding ways to engage pupils in reading may be one of the most
effective ways to leverage social change” 3

Elements of our approach
Based on our own experience, and what we had seen in other schools, we were convinced that
starting every day with a 20 minute reading lesson was the way forward for our new school. Our
thinking can be grouped into three areas:
l	For us morning reading wasn’t about ‘instructing’ students how to read; instead

we wanted students to learn to read for pleasure. This needed more time and
resources. If students read for pleasure they will direct their own reading, and
become lifelong readers; if they read because they are made to, they may develop
the skill but not the desire to read, and will stop reading when they leave us4.
Reading is not just about academics, but also expanding general knowledge,
promoting a better understanding of other cultures, becoming a good citizen and
gaining a greater insight into human nature and decision making.5
l	From an academic perspective, students who are confident readers, who enjoy
1
2
3
4
5

Ark Academy Teaching & Learning Policy
Moore et al – International Reading Association (1999)
OECD Research (2002)
UK Literacy Association – Distinctions between reading instruction and reading for pleasure (2007).
National Literacy Trust (2006).
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	texts and have a wide vocabulary, are much more effective and motivated learners
generally. A great morning reading programme ripples out into the teaching of all
subjects.
l	Reading is key to our ‘catch-up’ strategy. Looking forward, we want the majority of
our students to gain five or more good GCSEs in the EBacc subjects (this was our
stated aim before this government’s policy). These subjects have a heavy literacy
focus, and if students who have average to low attainment on entry are going to
cope with GCSEs when they get there, they need to improve their reading skills in
Year 7.
So our timetable had, in total, 1 hour and 40 minutes of reading each week – more time than
was given to some subjects. In order to get the most out of this time we needed to research and
develop a high quality approach (codified in our Morning Reading Policy), then train on it, then
implement it in our lessons. The figure below shows the process:

Research
best practice
in teaching
reading in
primary and
secondary
phases

Adapt this to
our context
and write
the reading
policy

2

2

Partner with
external
trainers
(Geoff
Barton and
the Centre
for Literacy
in Primary
Education)
to grow
expertise

2

Train on
the IT that
supports
morning
reading:
Lexia and
Accelerated
reader

2

Academic
year starts:
Students
take reading
test during
induction
week and
are grouped
according to
results

2

Reading
lessons
begin:
Students
inducted into
using the
library, the
software and
the routines
of reading
lessons

High quality training of teachers was essential. They needed to be inspired to teach outside of
their comfort zones. The Centre for Literacy in Primary Education (CLPE) led a full day with all
our founder teachers. Many of us found it had a transformational effect on not just our reading
teaching, but on our general classroom practice. The CLPE teach strategies for encouraging
positive attitudes to reading, such as exploring images and literacy circles6. They also ask
teachers to reflect on their own identities as readers, and their childhood attitudes to reading.
Teachers worked in small groups discussing questions like: Can you remember the first time
you read? As a child where did you read? When did you read? Conversations with colleagues
revealed that we all had very different reading habits. Staff gained a heightened awareness of
their identities as readers, particularly useful for reading teachers who were not from English or
the humanities.

6

See Ark Academy Reading Handbook – www.arkacademy.org
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To make the most of this training, we made the decision to suspend IT based reading activities
during morning reading for the first term. This gave teachers the space to implement the ideas
they’d had in training, and share with students their passion for reading. During this first term
reading lessons were highly interactive; group reading, drama and art based activities were
common. This helped morning reading to get off to a flying start, and for our reading culture to
start to bed in.
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Strategies for engaging reluctant
7
readers during the 20 minutes:
Sessions themed according to pupils’ interests
The graphic novel and comic factor
	Read and discuss different graphic novels or comics each week/fortnight. You could enlist the
help of the art department to enable pupils to design their own storyboards for a comic as
well.
l
Peer-to-peer recommendation
l
The storytelling link
	No one is ever too old to tell or listen to a good story. You could train the pupils to become
storytellers and then run a ‘bedtime’ storytelling session, where primary students are invited to
come to secondary to listen to their stories.
l
Breakfast readers
	To keep the sessions fun and informal, pupils could be encouraged to read newspapers and
magazines.
l
Reading and sport
	Sport can be a great motivating factor for encouraging pupils to take part in reading activity.
The Reading The Game website contains ideas and resources for morning reading sessions.
l
Buddying
	The buddying section of the literacy trust website has lots of ideas for running buddying as part
of your reading session.
l
Poetry slam – rhythm and rhyme
	Hold your own poetry slam and encourage the pupils to perform their favourite/own rhymes,
lyrics and poems to other pupils. You could prepare pupils for the slam by discussing lyrics from
popular songs with them and getting them to have a go at writing their own poems for the event.
l
Using the internet
	National Literacy Trust research (2008) showed that reading on the Internet is the second most
popular form of reading for children and young people. There are lots of ideas for activities on
the ICT section of their website.
l
The art factor
	Set up a craft/art activity group and get the pupils to make storysacks or babysitting boxes for
pupils to use with their younger siblings.
l
Top Trumps and other games
	Top Trumps and trading cards are still really popular, particularly amongst boys. Towards the
end of your week, leave 10-15 minutes for the pupils to play this and other games.
l
Trends
	Link reading group sessions with current trends to maximise participation – for example, read
magazines and review websites that compare the PSP to the Nintendo DX.
l
Boy/girlzone
Have separate reading spaces and texts for boys and girls.
l
Local sports person/community member visits
	As a special feature for some of your sessions, invite a member of the community (for example
a policeman, fireman, football player, journalist) and ask them to talk about why they enjoy
reading and how it helps them in their jobs.
l
l

7

Extract from Ark Academy Reading Handbook for teachers
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The impact of morning reading lessons
To establish the impact of morning reading over our first year, both quantitative and qualitative
tools were used. The key indicator was the Suffolk Reading Test: students sat this at the
beginning of the year to establish baselines and which reading group they should be placed in,
and then again at the end of the year so we could measure their progress. The table below gives
some information about the different reading groups and their progress:

Teacher

Reading
No.
Age band Students
			
TKE
EOZ
SGE
DAD
NAD
NPA
SOC
RAR
BCO
ARY
MFA
JKI
KDE
LSH

Average
RA at start
of year

Average
RA at end
of year

Average
progress in
group (years)

13.0–14.0
12.0–14.0
11.5–13.0
11.0–11.5
10.5–11.5
10.0–11.0
9.5–10.5
9.5–10.0
9.0–10.0
9.0–9.5
8.0–9.0
8.0–8.5
7.0–8.0
Below 7

19
20
19
17
18
10
16
8
8
9
10
5
6
3

13.85
12.57
11.85
11.32
10.90
10.45
10.02
9.58
9.42
9.13
8.65
8.05
7.63
6.75

14.45
13.58
12.71
11.92
11.66
11.93
10.91
11.29
10.21
10.56
10.01
9.25
9.36
9.11

0.61
1.01
0.87
0.60
0.76
1.48
0.89
1.71
0.79
1.44
1.36
1.20
1.74
2.36

Totals

168

10.83

11.85

1.02
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Students who started with lower reading ages made faster progress on average. Within each
group, the progress of individual students could vary considerably. Some students made more
than two years progress, and some made none. The chart below shows the distribution:

Progress in years
2.0+
14%

No progress
14%

0–0.5
19%
1.0–2.0
33%
0.5–1.0
20%

Worryingly, the results showed 14% of students had made no improvement at all. We have never
really got to the bottom of what caused this. We know that most of the 14% were ‘strong’ readers
to begin with – they had a reading age above their chronological age at the start of the year. A
few possible explanations have been suggested for the lack of progress: a longer school day
and more homework meant they weren’t reading as much as they had done in Y6; increased
participation in other activities such as sports, debating and music reduced reading time in the
evening; they were reading texts that weren’t sufficiently challenging for them to climb the scale.
Other factors, such as the conditions they took the test in, or the attitude and effort they put in
on the day, could also have played a part.
From my discussions with reading teachers it’s clear that developing a positive relationship with
each student in the group, and providing appropriate support, was critical to students making
progress. This was particularly true of the weaker groups. One-to-one support for teachers and
TAs, combined with Lexia and Accelerated Reader (AR), impacted significantly on students’
confidence with reading, and helped motivate them to read more.
What also emerges from teachers’ accounts is the interplay between intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation. The external rewards of gaining full marks in Accelerated Reader quizzes, graduating
to the next level of AR, and having this achievement celebrated by the teacher and the class,
generated within students a belief that reading is important, and a preference for more
challenging texts.8
8

Gambrell and Marinak (1977)
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Teacher quotes
Ms Shotton
“You begin with their starting point. You are giving them
the opportunity to read around so you can pick up every
word that goes wrong, interacting with them about the text.
Sometimes Dawid could read it but not understand it, so
I asked him questions about the text. Moustafa was the
opposite – good at understanding but not reading. I had a
Teaching Assistant with me and we did a lot of one to one
support with these students – the kind of help with reading
that I surmised they weren’t getting at home. Our class was
very supportive and collaborative. During the year Moustafa
really got into the Reading Challenge and said, ‘I made my
sister listen to me read’. With Accelerated Reader (AR),
they liked the immediate gratification of finding out they got
10/10 or 5/5. It was ineffective if it was over a weekend; it
had to be within 24 hours.”
Ms Addison
“Lexia really made a difference. At the beginning of the year
reading together helped us to enjoy reading, then we moved
into the software. We did three days of Lexia, one day of AR,
and one day reading independently. The competition
element of the software was a big thing, especially for the
boys. They loved scoring 100%. Because their level was so
low they could read a book in two days and do a test every
week and could get a merit every week. We did other things
during the year, for example at Christmas I gave them a
picture and then they came up with words and together we
wrote a poem, then they made them into Christmas cards for
their teachers. Jack was a bit difficult because he was not in
a lot; he was not in enough to read a book. Also they weren’t
reading at home: if they took a book home they came back
with it in the same place. It was nice to have the one to
one time that they were clearly not having at home. I really
enjoyed one on one support. What I used to do with Anitah
was I’d say ‘I’ll read the first page and you can read the
second page.’”
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Student quotes
Kader improved his reading age from 9.08 to 10.58 in Y7
(1.5 years in 11 months).
“Last year, the thing I liked the most was acting out plays in
reading, which we then performed to other reading groups.
This helped to boost my confidence. I personally like this
because you can read while having fun. I had to memorise my
lines – I memorise text like going into a file or document in
your head. And when you open the file you know you can see
or hear it, but actually it’s captured in your head like how you
download stuff and save it on a usb stick. My reading is much
better in Year 8. I can read like a waterfall now Miss. I’m
reading Flight of the Fire Thief this week.”
Freddie improved his reading age from 12.17 to 14.67 last
year:
“I started reading The Recruit, part of the Cherub series.
Jai told me about it. I liked reading but didn’t read that much.
Now I read a few chapters every night. Reading every morning
is good – we read good books together but I want to read my
book and do a review of it. In Miss Geary’s group I read lower
level books, but when I started reading this, I started reading
more challenging books. When I went to Waterstones I asked
the assistant if they had any books like the Cherub series
and I picked loads of more advanced books. And I liked doing
English better, because Cherub is written differently to what I
used to read, so I’m learning from the book. And Mr Kirkman
asked me if I had been reading and he said it showed in my
writing.”
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Zonjay improved her reading age from 7.75 – 8.42 last year.
“Before I didn’t like reading aloud because I thought I couldn’t
read because I have dyslexia, but now I’m in a group where
we‘re all a similar level and now I feel I can do it. Ms. Addison
and Ms. Shotton are really helpful: when you get a word wrong
they don’t shout at you, they help us sound it out. It makes us
feel better as it helps us out so we don’t laugh at each other.
When someone else is reading and they don’t know how to
pronounce a word, I help them out, we all help each other out.
For example, Dagmara who is Polish sometimes doesn’t know
how to sound out a word, so we help her. … I’m happier with
reading aloud now and reading out in lessons. So now I put
my hand up to read in Maths and English and MFL because I
can sound out the words. Because of that I am getting higher
levels. At the start of the year I was on level 2s and 3s in
English, Maths and Science but now I can read the questions
and read my work over and I can make changes to my work
and get higher levels. I feel more involved. In Y6 when I wrote
something in English I wouldn’t read it back because I knew
I had got it wrong, and now I am reading it back to correct it.
Sometimes in English I read it to myself aloud, in a quieter
voice. Sometimes I realise I am doing it and sometimes not.
If I realise I can see I am saying the wrong word and then I
can correct myself. I was happy about reading War Horse and
Anne Frank’s diary. I also read to my little sister now at home.”
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Lessons to be learned from 2010–2011
The quantitative and qualitative evidence shows that morning reading has a positive impact
overall, and that the commitment to daily 20 minute sessions is worthwhile. Student progress
is good, particularly for those who started on a low baseline. Teachers feel that reading lessons
have helped them with teaching their own subjects, and that students’ improved literacy supports
their learning across the curriculum. Also important is the cultural impact – starting every day with
a reading lesson sets exactly the right, studious atmosphere for a day of learning.
Interviews with teachers and students reveal that a variety of activities and strategies is needed
to inspire students to read and develop their passion for books. A multifaceted approach to
morning reading works best:

Small group reading
aloud

Responding to reading
through drawing
Accelerated Reader

Book reviews

Lexia

Morning Reading
Drama based
activities

Reading teacher as
role model

Individual
readings

Memorising plays for
performance

Peer
recommendations

Freddie’s interview above is a good example of how discovering an enthusiasm for reading is key.
For him, it was the recommendation of a peer, something that happened outside of the reading
group. However, for Freddie and Jai to be discussing literature reveals a shared interest in books;
they are able readers with a positive attitudes towards reading. Perhaps conversations like this
are also a consequence of a school with a culture of reading. Because it is the norm for teachers
to lead reading groups and discuss reading, talking about books has become part of “the way we
do things around here”9. For Kader, a struggling and reluctant reader, it was something different;
drama activities were the levers that resulted in him forming a positive identity as a reader. The
element of performance and the challenge of memorising lines appealed to his personality.

9

One of our (many) school mantras
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Reading aloud
In our second year we have sought to embed further our reading culture and develop our morning
reading teaching. One of our main areas for improvement from our first year was reading aloud.
In general, teachers felt students were confident at decoding text but were not so skilled at
reading with expression or emotion. We have switched our focus this year accordingly.
Teachers have made use of audio books to awaken students’ curiosity and imagination, and
invite their responses to the opening chapters of their chosen texts using mini-whiteboards or
illustrations. Analysing the expert voices who read audio books has helped students with their
own expressive reading:

I used to read and skip over the full stops. Now I can actually
understand more of the words because I am not reading fast.
I used to read fast and not think of the words.
Hamza Y7
In the beginning I felt silly and then I got used to it. It scared
me when I read it. I didn’t know I could do that. I’m not used
to talking in front of others. Because everyone else was doing
it I thought I would have a go. I feel more confident now, I
know I can put on a voice.
Keleisha Y8
Spending time practising pausing at commas, semi-colons, full stops etc through modelling and
choral reading has had a great impact on students’ understanding and appreciation of what they
are reading.
Certain texts lend themselves to teaching pause and expression. A few teachers have read
the mystery story The Graveyard with their students, and invited them to scare each other by
practising reading aloud for effect. This impacted significantly on students’ confidence.
Some teachers have broken bigger reading classes into several small groups of students who
practise reading allowed to each other. This kind of variety can be helpful:

I like it better because everyone gets a chance to read
Zonjay
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Research on reading aloud details four key benefits10:
Auditory discrimination: the ability to sound out specific sounds such as h at
l
Auditory blending: the ability to blend sounds – e.g. s-ou-n-d
l	Auditory sequencing: the ability to memorise strings of words and be able to
predict sequences of words
l	Auditory foreground/background differentiation: the ability to focus and listen,
blocking out any background noise
l

Persistence
10

Gisler & Eberts (2006)
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Reluctant but able readers
Some students respond to morning reading better than others. There’s a group of reluctant but
able boys in our school, who ‘can but won’t’ read.11
One initiative that’s helped is the Manga Boys reading group; a targeted group of boys who are
avid readers of Naruto, a Japanese graphic novel. Weekly sessions during morning reading
began in January 2012, and the boys then visited a Japanese Conference12 in February. Activities
include discussion around the key characters, exploring the personalities of the villains and
heroes, and drawing Naruto style characters. The boys can be very vocal about these characters,
and demonstrate detailed knowledge of the plotlines. Some students who are usually quiet and
unconfident become much more active and participate readily in Manga Boys discussions.
A linked programme has been Football Focus. Another boys only reading group, where students
spend one morning a week just reading sports articles from national newspapers, and then
writing their own.

The role of the library
The library is the heart of any great school, and is central to the creation of a school-wide reading
culture. An hour library session forms part of the Year 7 induction week timetable, with puzzles,
games and quizzes that teach students how to use this resource.
As far as possible the library is run by students for students. Applications for the role of student
librarian are invited at the beginning of each year. Currently there are over twenty students who
help out in the library on a regular basis.
Promotions of authors, such as book of the month and biographical displays, all support reading
teachers and students to guide and develop their reading. Author visits in our first year from Irfan
Master, Regine Mfoumou and Yi-Shan Tsai have helped draw students into the library, and fuel
their enthusiasm for creative writing. Innovative ideas such as the ‘golden ticket’ competition,
where tickets with challenges such as ’write an alternative ending’ are hidden in novels, have
created a sense of fun and encouraged students to branch out in their reading choices. Classic
novels sometimes find it hard to compete with the dazzling covers of Harry Potter or the Hunger
Games – so we’ve wrapped some of them up as presents and rewritten the blurb to appeal to
students. A ‘crime scene’ display for crime fiction, complete with yellow police tape and chalked
outlines, sparked students’ interest in this genre.

11
12

Category of reader defined in the Ark Academy Reading Handbook – www.arkacademy.org
Hyper Japan Conference (February 2012)
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A vibrant library that hosts initiatives like Manga Boys and Football Focus has helped make it an
inviting place for students. We aim to bring in students who might otherwise not spend time in the
library, making them comfortable with the space and familiar with how to use it.

The benefits of being an all-through academy
There are many advantages to being an all through academy, as the primary and secondary
phases can share ideas and draw on each other’s areas of strength. Teaching reading is a great
example.
Our first major collaborations were around charity events, such as the Royal National Institute for
the Blind (RNIB) Read-aloud-athon. We turned this into a full week’s worth of events. Monday to
Thursday was spend with secondary students practising reading a story aloud, and then on the
Friday they performed this story to students from Reception, Years 1, 2 and 3 in small groups.
To enable them to read to the primary children, secondary students needed to work as a team,
deciding who would read what and when, and how to embellish it with actions and props. In
terms of reading aloud, students were certainly aware of the skills they were using, such as
pronunciation and reading with expression, showing the impact of the work we had done during
morning reading. Their increased confidence with reading aloud is also evident in their feedback.

We read aloud and made the children smile. We read calmly
to them. I liked it because it was interesting reading to the
little kids and they listened to you. I would do it again because
it was fun.
Josh Y7
Interestingly, given a real audience to read aloud to, secondary students became keenly aware of
the impact they had had on the primary children. They were pleased that the children had listened
to them, and found it a rewarding exercise. Before I’d worked in an all-through school, it had
never occurred to me that secondary students would have an immediate connection with primary
children. Year 7s and 8s were primary children themselves not so long ago, and the primary
school remains a familiar environment. We’ve seen that older children reading to younger children
impacts positively on their own attitudes to reading, and on their identities as readers.
Our Reading Mentor project built on the success of charity events like these, and allowed our
secondary students to read to primary children on a more regular basis. The project is aimed at
students whose reading ages were below their chronological age at the start of the year, and were
classified as ‘reluctant readers’ in our initial survey.
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We started small; just two secondary Year 8 reading groups (20 students in total) reading to 20
Year 1 pupils every Thursday morning. Before the project launched students were trained by the
Primary Literacy Co-ordinator in strategies for reading with primary children. Below are some of
the comments the Y8 Reading Mentors have made:

I was telling James how to sound the words out. And also I
taught him how to spell the sentences out.
Soufian
“I think that it went very well because she read it very good
and fluently. I got to know a relationship with her and we did
activities with her.
Sian
“I think that it was really good overall, and I never knew
that I could do things like that. However, I think that she
needs a much higher book, and when she got a word right
I praised her.”
Shevanna
Shevanna has learned something about herself, and realised that she enjoys reading to younger
children. Also, she was able to comment on the appropriateness of the book, and was aware of how
to respond when the student pronounced a word correctly – both signs of an increasing maturity.
In January, I received an email from one of the Teaching Assistants who happened to see
Shevanna reading to a Year 1 boy:

Hi Sheila,
I wanted to let you know that a few weeks ago whilst I
was reading with the EAL students in the Primary library,
I observed how beautifully Shevanna was reading to her
primary student.
She began by showing the pictures, title and captions to
elicit what they thought the story would be about. Next,
she read a page from the story out loud and then asked
the student to read it back to her. Because the student was
struggling a little, she went back and reread the sentence
and then got him to read. Using the white board, she
explained some of the words on the page and then finally
asked the student if he had any questions.
I gave Shevanna a merit at the end and she seemed really
pleased. Just wanted to share it with you!
Bina
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Shevanna’s attitude and confidence has gradually changed, to the point that she has now realised
what she wants to be later in life: a teacher. The above are just two examples of the cross-phase
work we do as an academy on teaching reading. We’ve seen there’s significant potential for
teachers to collaborate and for students to be used a resource for each other, particularly if you
are willing to be creative in your planning and take risks.

Identities as readers
As we discussed in the introduction to this case study, reading is central to understanding
ourselves and the world around us. It is a formative process. This is particularly true of reading
in adolescence – a period where identity is fragile; children are reconstructing themselves and
forging new identities; breaking away from their parents and looking to new role models and their
peers for guidance.
A teenager who considers themselves a reader can make decisions about what they want to
read, choose their influences and develop the language they need to grow into themselves. The
following tips for reading with teenagers, from the organisation Reading is Fundamental (RIF),
summarise what teenagers are interested in, and texts that will appeal to them. RIF say pre-teens
and teenagers are...
l	Increasingly interested in local, national, and international current events. Read

editorials and articles from the newspaper and news magazines.
l	Defining what makes them unique individuals and learning how they fit in the
world. Read novels, set in the past and in the present, with young characters who
are experiencing the challenges of growing up.
l	Interested in questioning authority. Read classic and modern novels that deal with
“big” issues, such as when the needs of a community are more important than
those of individuals.
l	Striving for independence, yet still want to be connected to their families. Read
your favourite books and explain why they are important to you, and read books
that let you share laughter, a good mystery, an action-packed adventure, a science
fiction journey.
l
Gradually learning to think abstractly and understand the reasons behind views
that differ from their own. Read books that challenge them to think “out of the
box” and see the world beyond their daily experiences.
l	Thinking about what they will do in their lives – university, careers, and more. Read
books that introduce a wide range of opportunities and experiences.
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What has been the impact on the Reading Teachers?
I’ve talked a lot about the impact on students, but also important is the impact morning reading
has had on teachers. All teachers have their reading lesson at the same time, which makes
observing each other difficult. Part of my role is to share what is going on as much as possible, to
develop teachers’ repertoires and enable them to fine tune their sessions. The staff bulletin, the
shared drive and one on one discussions are all good ways of sharing practice, but staff training
sessions have been the most useful.
The plenary of our last training session for reading teachers asked people to finish the sentence:
Being a reading teacher has made me… Here’s a selection of what people wrote:

Inspired me to reread books I read as a teenager.
Use my imagination more.
Be more patient and understanding.
Relaxed, as I’m actually reading for pleasure rather than for
an assessment. I think the students appreciate this too.
Really quite proud actually! I think the students are enjoying
reading more than they did two months ago and always want
to know what we’ll be doing the next day.
More conscious of how crucial reading and reading aloud are
for success across the whole curriculum and how much they
impact on confidence.
More aware that reading is a skill you have to develop,
practise and persevere with. If you don’t you will fall behind.
Identify reasons why children don’t read.
Realise the importance of engaging pupils in stories.
Aware of how important peer recommendations are, and
also that every child has an interest you can tap into, even
the most reluctant of readers.
Understand the interests of young students.
More aware of the weaknesses with some children and how
it affects them in lessons too.
See children I teach from a different perspective.
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All teachers at Ark Academy really are reading teachers. Walking around school between 8.30
and 8.50, there is calm, focused atmosphere with structured activities taking place. Our teachers
have taken up the mantle of teaching reading.
The plenary of this session then went on to ask: What do you need to do more of as a reading
teacher? Some responses are below:

Be more creative about the activities I use with my group,
and do more small group work.
Be able to read with some students individually to improve
their levels and confidence.
Spend one to one time with individual students to aid their
reading skills.
Give my students a clearer sense of how they are
progressing.
Be aware of each student’s reading ability (especially when it
comes to recommendations).
Focus on students’ awareness of punctuation.
Work out how to develop confidence with the weakest
readers.
Choose books that I’ve read recently, not ones that I haven’t
read for over 20 years!
Find the most appropriate book for group reading – need to
spend more time researching.
Develop students’ identities as readers.
Give the students more freedom to decide what to read. Use
accelerated reader to assess their progress.
Encourage my students to read more outside of school.
Keep up to date with the latest teenage fiction.
Target reluctant readers to improve their engagement and
enjoyment of reading.
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Reflection
Reading is central to our vision for Ark Academy. As we grow we know we must review our
approach and learn new ways to develop our reading culture. What is key for us is that reading
will never be an afterthought – an extra initiative or an intervention programme. Teaching reading
is one of our core purposes; all teachers are reading teachers. By prioritising reading in this way
we hope to be able to deliver the very best results for the vast majority of our students, despite
the fact that large numbers of them join us with poor reading skills.

“To read is to fly: it is to soar to a point of vantage which gives a view
over wide terrains of history, human variety, ideas, shared experience
and the fruits of many inquiries.” 13

14

A C Grayling, Financial Times (in a review of A History of Reading by Alberto Manguel)
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